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Off-Road Vehicles Idling Policy  
 
  



Waste Management CA Specific 

File/CARB Off Road Policy                                

OFF ROAD VEHICLES IDLING POLICY- 2009 
 
This policy will be posted in an area visible to employees and made available by request. This policy will be reviewed with 
employees along with the Tailgate Training at least annually. 
 
California Air Resources Board (ARB) regulates smoke emissions from on road and off road diesel vehicles. Particulate 
matter or diesel soot from excessive smoke emissions is harmful to human health and the environment. 
 
Idling creates more smoke emissions and wastes fuel. No vehicle or engine subject to the in-use off-road diesel regulation 
may idle for more than 5 consecutive minutes.  The idling restrictions took effect on June 15, 2008, the day that the 
regulation became effective under California law. 
 
The idling restrictions apply to all off-road diesel vehicles which are covered by the regulation, except where they are 
granted full exemption from the regulation, or have a waiver that specifically exempts the vehicle type or engine from the 
idling restrictions. 
 
Fleets owners who believe they have a unique situation which qualifies their vehicles for a waiver from the idling restrictions 
may write a letter to ARB’s Executive Officer detailing their circumstances and explaining why they should receive a waiver. 
Employees should inform their Fleet Manager if they believe a vehicle may qualify for a waiver for idling restrictions. 
 
Idling limits do NOT apply for the following: 
 

• Idling while queuing. Queuing is the time a unit spends waiting to perform work when shutting off would impede 
queue progress; Queuing does not include the start of a workday 

• Idling to verify vehicle is in safe operating condition 
• Idling for testing, repair or diagnostic services 
• Idling that is necessary to accomplish the work for which a vehicle was designed 
• Idling to bring the unit to operating temperature 
• Idling to ensure safe operation 

 
ARB will consider vehicle idling due to delays of materials used by the vehicle (e.g., shot, concrete, rock, water), including 
delays waiting for other vehicles used in tandem with the idling vehicle, to be violations, except for when the vehicle is 
queuing to accept materials.  It will be at ARB’s enforcement staff’s discretion to determine if idling to provide air 
conditioning or heating to operators will be considered a violation, based on whether or not it can be shown that it was a 
medical necessity.  
 
Refer to Waste Management’s Operator Tailgate Training for Off Road Vehicle Emissions OFF ROAD for more information 
on idling restrictions. The ARB enforcement advisory for idling is also available online from ARB’s website at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/ordiesel/guidance/idling.pdf .The enforcement advisory describes the method by which the 
idling policy will be enforced by ARB staff, and also states “As a matter of policy, each first time violation of the idling 
requirements will be assessed a minimum civil penalty of $300. Subsequent penalties can be up to $1,000 to $10,000.” 
Employees may be liable for fees associated with idling violations if it is found that idling was unnecessary. 
 
 
For more information on this policy and the in use Off Road Rule, contact the Fleet Manager. Employees may also visit ARB’s website at 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/ordiesel/ordiesel.htm, which contains links to the regulation language, fact sheets, and reporting forms. The idling 
restrictions are listed in the final regulation order on page 15, section 2449(d)(3). 
 
To report complains or concerns: 
Concerned operators, fleet owners, or citizens may report off-road diesel vehicles which are violating the idling restrictions to ARB by calling 1-800-
END-SMOG (1-800-363-7664), or by filling out a form at http://www.arb.ca.gov/enf/complaints/icv.htm. 

http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/ordiesel/guidance/idling.pdf
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/ordiesel/ordiesel.htm
http://www.arb.ca.gov/enf/complaints/icv.htm
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Peak Hour Avoidance Letters 
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From everyday collection to environmental protection, Think Green® Think Waste Management. 
 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 
EL SOBRANTE LANDFILL 
10910 Dawson Canyon Road 
Corona, CA 92883 
(951) 277-1740 
(951) 277-1861 Fax 

 
 
July 1, 2015 
 
 
RE: Truck Limitations and Litter from Vehicles Entering and Leaving El Sobrante Landfill 
 
To: District Managers and Route Managers 
 
Recently, we have received several residential complaints that have reached the County Board of Supervisors and 
Mayor’s Office regarding drivers of transfer trucks and refuse vehicles littering the highway and overlooking mitigation 
measures and rules that pertain to transportation. 
 
This communication is a reminder that all drivers delivering waste to El Sobrante Landfill are required to abide by these 
important regulations.  No exceptions.  Your role is critical in helping us manage this situation and maintain a positive 
working relationship with the community and county administrators.   
 
Below are the mandatory policies and procedures for all drivers delivering waste to El Sobrante Landfill.  We would 
appreciate it if you remind your drivers of the following so we can reach full participation and compliance.   
 
Restricted Hours on the 91 Freeway 
No transfer trucks originating from outside of Riverside County are allowed on the Riverside County segment of the SR 
91 during the following identified peak traffic hours.    

• 7:30 AM to 8:30 AM, Monday-Saturday 
• 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM, Monday-Saturday 

 
Exit Temescal Canyon Road Only 
All vehicles delivering waste to El Sobrante Landfill must exit Temescal Canyon Road.  Exiting Weirick Road from the I-15 
or using an alternative exit to arrive to El Sobrante Landfill is prohibited.   
 
Restricted Use of Temescal Canyon Road 
All landfill customers must use Temescal Canyon Road and Dawson Canyon Road to travel to and from El Sobrante 
Landfill.  Additionally, drivers can only use a portion of Temescal Canyon Road:  from the I-15 Temescal Canyon Road exit 
to Dawson Canyon Road.  When departing from the landfill, do not make a right hand turn onto Temescal Canyon Road 
from Dawson Canyon Road as this is an unpermitted transit route.  All vehicles traveling to and from El Sobrante Landfill 
must utilize the I-15 Temescal Canyon Road entrance and exit.   
 
Tarping Policy to Control Litter 
We require all drivers to completely tarp their transfer trucks and refuse vehicles while on route to the landfill and 
before they depart from El Sobrante (after unloading the waste).   
 
If you have any questions or need additional information, feel free to call me at (951) 277-5103 or (951) 277-5100. 
 
 
 
David Harich 
District Manager El Sobrante Landfill  



Traffic-Related Provisions in El Sobrante Landfill Customer Contracts 
 
1. Large Customers – Negotiated Contracts 
 
Every large customer contract since the adoption of the Second Agreement has included 
a general provision requiring compliance with all applicable requirements of the Second 
Agreement, as amended.  Here is an example from a 2007 customer agreement: 
 

Customer agrees to comply with the requirements of any local jurisdiction 
regarding the delivery and disposal of Acceptable Waste at El Sobrante Landfill, 
including but not limited to the requirements set forth in the Second Agreement, 
and specifically the applicable provisions of Section 3.4.2 of the Second 
Agreement, as amended, which are incorporated by reference into this 
Agreement as if set forth herein in their entirety.  In connection with Section 
3.4.2(a)(iv) of the Second Agreement, Customer hereby grants Owner and/or the 
Riverside County Environmental Health a non-exclusive license to enter the Solid 
Waste Transfer Station for the sole purpose of inspecting such facility to verify 
compliance with the terms and conditions of the Second Agreement, at any time 
during its operating hours.  A copy of Section 3.4.2(a)(iv) of the Second 
Agreement, as amended, is included as Exhibit A to this Agreement. 
 

If an issue arose with the customer about peak hour usage of SR 91, USA Waste had 
the legal basis to require compliance. 
 
Later, USA Waste made this provision more robust by including a copy of the entire 
Second Agreement as an exhibit to the customer agreement.  Here is an example from 
2011: 
 

[Customer] agrees to comply with the requirements of any local jurisdiction 
regarding the delivery and disposal of Acceptable Waste at El Sobrante Landfill, 
including but not limited to the requirements set forth in the Second Agreement, 
and specifically the applicable provisions of Section 3.4.2 of the Second 
Agreement, as amended, which are incorporated by reference into this 
Agreement as if set forth herein in their entirety.  In connection with Section 
3.4.2(a)(iv) of the Second Agreement, [Customer] hereby grants Waste 
Management and/or the Riverside County Environmental Health Department a 
non-exclusive license to enter the [Customer] Transfer Station for the sole 
purpose of inspecting such facility to verify compliance with the terms and 
conditions of the Second Agreement, at any time during its operating hours.  A 
copy of the El Sobrante Second Agreement, as amended, is included as Exhibit 
A to this Agreement. 

 
More recently, all customer agreements expressly added the requirements of MM T-3 to 
the general compliance provision.  Here is an example of the added provision from early 
2014: 
 

Delivery Hours. [Customer] may deliver Waste Materials from the Facilities to 
WM during the normal operating hours of the El Sobrante Landfill, as they may 
be set by WM.  Currently, Waste Materials are accepted at the El Sobrante 
Landfill between 4:00 am on Monday through 6:00 pm on Saturday.  WM 
encourages [Customer] to deliver Waste Materials between the hours of 8:30 pm 



and 3:30 am beginning Monday at 8:30 pm and ending Saturday at 3:30 am.  In 
addition to the above, and in order to allow WM to substantially comply with a 
mitigation measure applicable to the El Sobrante Landfill, travel on SR 91 by 
transfer vehicles through the City of Corona west of I-15 between 7:30-8:30 am 
and 4:30-5:30 pm Monday through Friday is strictly prohibited. 

 
Finally, and most recently, an opportunity arose with a potential large customer to seek 
very strong contract language, which was accepted by the customer.  The delivery hours 
discussion set forth immediately above was revised to state: 
 

In addition, travel on SR 91 though Riverside County by transfer trailers between 
5:00 am and 9:00 pm Monday through Saturday is strictly prohibited unless 
[Customer] is willing to install a GPS based tracking system on all trucks 
delivering waste to El Sobrante.  In the event that [Customer] chooses to install a 
GPS tracking system and deliver waste to El Sobrante using SR 91, [Customer] 
shall make monthly reports available to Waste Management demonstrating that 
its trucks were not on the Riverside County portion of SR 91 between the hours 
of 7:30-8:30 am and 4:30-5:30 pm, Monday through Saturday. 
 

It should be noted that the opportunity to request and obtain such a strong provision is 
likely limited to only a few customers.  However, USA Waste will look for those 
opportunities in future new or renewed negotiated contracts. 
 
2. Small Customers – Standard Service Agreement 
 
For small customers, USA Waste uses a form standard contract.  The current contract 
includes the following provision: 
 

Customer agrees to abide by all requirements set forth in the Second El 
Sobrante Landfill Agreement.  Transfer trucks hauling waste from out-of-County 
to El Sobrante  that use State Route 91 shall travel to and from the landfill during 
off-peak hours for SR 91.  Vehicles delivering waste to El Sobrante shall use the 
Temescal Canyon Road exit only, except in the event of on- and/or offramp 
closure. 

 
However, in order to provide greater assurance of compliance, effective immediately all 
new or renewed standard service agreements will include the following provisions: 
 

In accordance with the Second El Sobrante Landfill Agreement, dated 
September 1, 1998, as amended, various requirements condition the receipt of 
Waste at the El Sobrante Landfill originating from outside of Riverside 
County.  Customer shall comply with these requirements to the extent 
applicable.  While Customer is encouraged to familiarize itself with the entire 
Second Agreement (a copy of which will be provided upon request), in order to 
facilitate Customer’s compliance with Second Agreement requirements, the 
requirements typically applicable to out of County waste deliveries are set forth 
below. 
 
Where Waste is received from an out of County solid waste facility that 
engages in the handling or processing of Waste requiring a permit (e.g., a 
solid waste transfer station or material recovery facility), Customer (i) shall 



have a valid permit for such operations if one is required; (ii) shall have 
documented procedures to determine that hazardous material and other 
prohibited materials are not included in the Waste delivered; (iii) shall not ship 
Waste from any source which has been found by a governmental agency or court 
having jurisdiction to be in violation of the provisions of any applicable State or 
federal law dealing with waste diversion; (iv)  shall allow Waste Management to 
inspect, without notice, any facility from which Waste will be delivered; (v)  shall 
allow and acknowledges that Waste Management may terminate or suspend any 
contract with any facility shipping Waste if Waste Management determines that 
the solid waste facility is not operating in accordance with any required permit, or 
is not implementing its documented procedures, or that any community served by 
the solid waste facility is not meeting the provisions of any applicable State or 
federal law dealing with waste diversion; (vi) shall allow Riverside County LEA 
and/or Department of Environmental Health personnel to inspect its solid waste 
facility without prior notice from time-to-time, but not more often than once in any 
six-month period in the absence of a substantive violation of the terms of the 
facility's permit, and (vii) shall provide a copy of the annual report to the 
CalRecycle for AB 939 compliance to the Riverside County LEA. 
 
Waste may be delivered either by direct hauling by Customer, by a third party 
hauler under contract with Customer, or by Waste Management.  Waste may 
only be delivered in large transfer type trucks and trailers, or their equivalent. 
 
Waste shall be delivered during the normal operating hours of the El Sobrante 
Landfill, as Waste Management may set them from time to time.  Currently, 
Waste is accepted on a 24-hour basis between 4:00 am on Monday through 6:00 
pm on Saturday.  Waste Management encourages Customer to deliver Waste 
between the hours of 8:30 pm and 3:30 am beginning Monday at 8:30 pm and 
ending Saturday at 3:30 am.   
 
Travel of Waste delivery vehicles on SR 91 through Riverside County between 
the hours of 7:30-8:30 am and 4:30-5:30 pm Monday through Saturday is strictly 
prohibited. 
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State of California 
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

 

ANNUAL REPORT 
FOR  

STORM WATER DISCHARGES ASSOCIATED 
WITH INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 

 
 

Reporting Period July 1,         through June 30,      
 
An annual report is required to be submitted to your local Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(Regional Board) by July 1 of each year.  This document must be certified and signed, under penalty 
of perjury, by the appropriate official of your company.  Many of the Annual Report questions require an 
explanation.  Please provide explanations on a separate sheet as an attachment.  Retain a copy of 
the completed Annual Report for your records. 
 
Please circle or highlight any information contained in Items A, B, and C below that is new or revised so 
we can update our records.  Please remember that a Notice of Termination and new Notice of Intent 
are required whenever a facility operation is relocated or changes ownership. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact your Regional Board Industrial Storm Water Permit Contact.  
The names, telephone numbers and e-mail addresses of the Regional Board contacts, as well as the 
Regional Board office addresses can be found at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/stormwtr/contact.html.  To 
find your Regional Board information, match the first digit of your WDID number with the corresponding 
number that appears in parenthesis on the first line of each Regional Board office. 
 
 GENERAL INFORMATION: 
 

A. Facility Information:    Facility WDID No:   

 Facility Business Name:          Contact Person:                                                                   

 Physical Address:          e-mail:                                                                   

 City:       CA   Zip:    Phone:                                          

       SIC Code(s):                                        

 

B. Facility Operator Information: 
 Operator Name:       Contact Person:    

 Mailing Address:       e-mail:    

 City:       State:     Zip:    Phone:    

 

C. Facility Billing Information:  
 Operator Name:       Contact Person:    

 Mailing Address:       e-mail:    

 City:       State:         Zip:    Phone:  ______________

4953-Refuse Systems

Corona 951-277-5106

ccowgill@wm.com

Corona

Waste Management Inc

10910 Dawson Canyon Rd

Cody Gowgill

8 33I000559

951-277-5106

Cody Gowgill

91719

2013

2013

2014

2014

Waste Mgt Inc El Sobrante Land

10910 Dawson Canyon Rd

CA

ccowgill@wm.com

92883
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SPECIFIC INFORMATION

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

D. SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS EXEMPTIONS AND REDUCTIONS

1. For the reporting period, was your facility exempt from collecting and analyzing samples from two storm events in
accordance with sections B.12 or 15 of the General Permit?

YES Go to Item D.2 NO Go to Section E

2. Indicate the reason your facility is exempt from collecting and analyzing samples from two storm events.  Attach a 
copy of the first page of the appropriate certification if you check boxes ii, iii, iv, or v.

 i. Participating in an Approved Group Monitoring Plan Group Name:                                                

                                                         

ii.  Submitted No Exposure Certification (NEC) Date Submitted:                      

Re-evaluation Date:                      _

Does facility continue to satisfy NEC conditions?     YES NO

iii. Submitted Sampling Reduction Certification (SRC) Date Submitted:                      

Re-evaluation Date:                     _

Does facility continue to satisfy SRC conditions?     YES NO

iv. Received Regional Board Certification   Certification Date:                             

v. Received Local Agency Certification Cetification Date:                   

3. If you checked boxes i or iii above, were you scheduled to sample one storm event during the reporting year?

           YES Go to Section E NO Go to Section F

4. If you checked boxes ii, iv, or v, go to Section F.

E. SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS RESULTS

1. How many storm events did you sample?           If less than 2, attach explanation (if you checked 
item D.2.i or iii. above, only attach explanation if you
answer “0”).

2. Did you collect storm water samples from the first storm of the wet season that produced a discharge during
scheduled facility operating hours? (Section B.5 of the General Permit)

YES NO, attach explanation (Please note that if
you do not sample the first storm event, you are
still required to sample 2 storm events)

3. How many storm water discharge locations are at your facility?                         

1

7

2013 2014
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4. For each storm event sampled, did you collect and analyze a
sample from each of the facilitys’ storm water discharge locations? YES, go to Item E.6         NO

5. Was sample collection or analysis reduced in accordance
with Section B.7.d of the General Permit? NO         YES, attach explanation

If “YES”, attach documentation supporting your determination
that two or more drainage areas are substantially identical.

Date facility’s drainage areas were last evaluated                    _

6. Were all samples collected during the first hour of discharge? YES         NO, attach explanation

7. Was all storm water sampling preceded by three (3)
working days without a storm water discharge? YES         NO, attach explanation

8. Were there any discharges of stormwater that had been
temporarily stored or contained?  (such as from a pond) YES  NO, go to Item E.10

9. Did you collect and analyze samples of temporarily stored or
contained storm water discharges from two storm events?
(or one storm event if you checked item D.2.i or iii. above) YES  NO, attach explanation

10. Section B.5. of the General Permit requires you to analyze storm water samples for pH, Total Suspended Solids (TSS),
Specific Conductance (SC), Total Organic Carbon (TOC) or Oil and Grease (O&G), other pollutants likely to be present
in storm water discharges in significant quantities,  and analytical parameters listed in Table D of the General Permit.

a. Does Table D contain any additional parameters
related to your facility's SIC code(s)? YES  NO, Go to Item E.11

b. Did you analyze all storm water samples for the
applicable parameters listed in Table D? YES  NO

c. If you did not analyze all storm water samples for the
applicable Table D parameters, check one of the
following reasons:

           In prior sampling years, the parameter(s) have not been detected in significant quantities from two
consecutive sampling events.  Attach explanation

            The parameter(s) is not likely to be present in storm water discharges and authorized non-storm water 
discharges in significant quantities based upon the facility operator’s evaluation.  Attach explanation

           Other.  Attach explanation

11. For each storm event sampled, attach a copy of the laboratory analytical reports and report the sampling and analysis
results using Form 1 or its equivalent.  The following must be provided for each sample collected:

• Date and time of sample collection • Testing results.
• Name and title of sampler. • Test methods used.
• Parameters tested. • Test detection limits.
• Name of analytical testing laboratory. • Date of testing.
• Discharge location identification. • Copies of the laboratory analytical results.

✘

✘

03/24/2014

✘

✘

✘

✘
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F. QUARTERLY VISUAL OBSERVATIONS

1. Authorized Non-Storm Water Discharges
Section B.3.b of the General Permit requires quarterly visual observations of all authorized non-storm water 
discharges and their sources.

a. Do authorized non-storm water discharges occur at your facility?

YES       NO     Go to Item F.2
 

b. Indicate whether you visually observed all authorized non-storm water discharges and their sources 
during the quarters when they were discharged.  Attach an explanation for any “NO” answers.  Indicate 
“N/A” for quarters without any authorized non-storm water discharges.

July -September    YES      NO        N/A October-December            YES   NO     N/A

January-March    YES      NO        N/A April-June YES   NO     N/A

c. Use Form 2 to report quarterly visual observations of authorized non-storm water discharges or
provide the following information.

i.    name of each authorized non-storm water discharge
ii.    date and time of observation
iii.   source and location of each authorized non-storm water discharge
iv.   characteristics of the discharge at its source and impacted drainage area/discharge location
v.   name, title, and signature of observer
vi. any new or revised BMPs necessary to reduce or prevent pollutants in authorized non-storm water 
       discharges.  Provide new or revised BMP implementation date.

2. Unauthorized Non-Storm Water Discharges
Section B.3.a of the General Permit requires quarterly visual observations of all drainage areas to detect the 
presence of unauthorized non-storm water discharges and their sources.

a. Indicate whether you visually observed all drainage areas to detect the presence of unauthorized non-
storm water discharges and their sources.  Attach an explanation for any “NO” answers.

July -September         YES     N/ANO October-December            YES          NO           N/A

January-March         YES                                N/A NO April-June YES           NO           N/A

b. Based upon the quarterly visual observations, were any unauthorized non-storm water discharges detected?

YES    NO     Go to item F.2.d

c. Have each of the unauthorized non-storm water discharges been eliminated or permitted? 

               YES              NO    Attach explanation

d. Use Form 3 to report quarterly unauthorized non-storm water discharge visual observations or provide the 
following information.

i. name of each unauthorized non-storm water discharge.
ii. date and time of observation.
iii. source and location of each unauthorized non-storm water discharge.
iv. characteristics of the discharge at its source and impacted drainage area/discharge location.
v. name, title, and signature of observer.
vi. any corrective actions necessary to eliminate the source of each unauthorized non-storm water 

discharge and to clean impacted drainage areas.  Provide date unauthorized non-storm water 
discharge(s) was eliminated or scheduled to be eliminated.

✘ ✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘
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G. MONTHLY WET SEASON VISUAL OBSERVATIONS

Section B.4.a of the General Permit requires you to conduct monthly visual observations of storm water
discharges at all storm water discharge locations during the wet season.  These observations shall occur during 
the first hour of discharge or, in the case of temporarily stored or contained storm water, at the time of discharge.

1. Indicate below whether monthly visual observations of storm water discharges occurred at all discharge 
locations.  Attach an explanation for any “NO” answers.  Include in this explanation whether any eligible
storm events occurred during scheduled facility operating hours that did not result in a storm water
discharge, and provide the date, time, name and title of the person who observed that there was no storm
water discharge.

YES NO YES NO
October February

November March

December April

January May

2. Report monthly wet season visual observations using Form 4 or provide the following information.

a. date, time, and location of observation
b. name and title of observer
c. characteristics of the discharge (i.e., odor, color, etc.) and source of any pollutants observed.
d. any new or revised BMPs necessary to reduce or prevent pollutants in storm water discharges.  

Provide new or revised BMP implementation date.

ANNUAL COMPREHENSIVE SITE COMPLIANCE EVALUATION (ACSCE)

H. ACSCE CHECKLIST

Section A.9 of the General Permit requires the facility operator to conduct one ACSCE in each reporting period (July 1-
June 30).  Evaluations must be conducted within 8-16 months of each other.  The SWPPP and monitoring program
shall be revised and implemented, as necessary, within 90 days of the evaluation.  The checklist below includes the
minimum steps necessary to complete a ACSCE.  Indicate whether you have performed each step below.  Attach an
explanation for any “NO” answers.

1. Have you inspected all potential pollutant sources and industrial activities areas? YES         NO
The following areas should be inspected:

• areas where spills and leaks have occured during
 the last year.
• outdoor wash and rinse areas.
• process/manufacturing areas.
• loading, unloading, and transfer areas.
• waste storage/disposal areas.
• dust/particulate generating areas.
• erosion areas.

2. Have you reviewed your SWPPP to assure that its BMPs address existing
potential pollutant sources and industrial activities areas?   YES        NO

3. Have you inspected the entire facility to verify that the SWPPP’s site map,
is up-to-date?  The following site map items should be verified:  YES        NO

• facility boundaries
• outline of all storm water drainage areas
• areas impacted by run-on

• building repair, remodeling, and construction
• material storage areas
• vehicle/equipment storage areas
• truck parking and access areas
• rooftop equipment areas
• vehicle fueling/maintenance areas
• non-storm water discharge generating areas

• storm water discharges locations
• storm water collection and conveyance system
• structural control measures such as catch basins,

berms, containment areas, oil/water separators, etc.

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘
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4. Have you reviewed all General Permit compliance records generated
since the last annual evaluation? YES         NO

The following records should be reviewed:

• quarterly authorized non-storm water
 discharge visual observations
• monthly storm water discharge
 visual observation
• records of spills/leaks and associated
       clean-up/response activities

5. Have you reviewed the major elements of the SWPPP to assure
compliance with the General Permit? YES         NO

The following SWPPP items should be reviewed:

• pollution prevention team
• list of significant materials
• description of potential pollutant sources

6. Have you reviewed your SWPPP to assure that a) the BMPs are adequate
in reducing or preventing pollutants in storm water discharges and authorized
non-storm water discharges, and b) the BMPs are being implemented? YES         NO

The following BMP categories should be reviewed:

• good housekeeping practices
• spill response
• employee training
• erosion control
• quality assurance

7. Has all material handling equipment and equipment needed to
implement the SWPPP been inspected? YES         NO

I. ACSCE EVALUATION REPORT

The facility operator is required to provide an evaluation report that includes:

• identification of personnel performing the evaluation
• the date(s) of the evaluation
• necessary SWPPP revisions

Use Form 5 to report the results of your evaluation or develop an equivalent form.

J. ACSCE CERTIFICATION

The facility operator is required to certify compliance with the Industrial Activities Storm Water General Permit.  To 
certify compliance, both the SWPPP and Monitoring Program must be up to date and be fully implemented.

Based upon your ACSCE, do you certify compliance with the Industrial
Activities Storm Water General Permit?        YES    NO

If you answered “NO” attach an explanation to the ACSCE Evaluation Report why you are not in 
compliance with the Industrial Activities Storm Water General Permit.

• quarterly unauthorized non-storm
water discharge visual observations

• Sampling and Analysis records
• preventative maintenance inspection

and maintenance records

• preventative maintenance
• material handling and storage practices
• waste handling/storage
• structural BMPs

• assessment of potential pollutant sources
• identification and description of the BMPs to be

implemented for each potential pollutant source

• schedule for implementing SWPPP revisions
• any incidents of non-compliance and the corrective

actions taken.

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘
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ANNUAL REPORT CERTIFICATION

I am duly authorized to sign reports required by the INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES STORM WATER GENERAL
PERMIT (see Standard Provision C.9) and I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments
were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to ensure that qualified
personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted.  Based on my inquiry of the person or persons
who manage the system, or those person directly responsible for gathering the information, the information
submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate and complete.  I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for
knowing violations.

Printed Name:                                                                                                                                                                

Signature:                                                                                                                   Date:   

Title:                                                                                                                                                                                

Cody Cowgill

Site Engineer

06/30/2014
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 DESCRIPTION OF BASIC ANALYTICAL PARAMETERS 
 
The Industrial Activities Storm Water General Permit (General Permit) requires you to analyze storm water samples for at least 
four parameters.  These are pH, Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Specific Conductance (SC),and Total Organic Carbon (TOC).  
Oil and Grease (O&G) may be substituted for TOC.  In addition, you must monitor for any other pollutants which you believe to be 
present in your storm water discharge as a result of industrial activity and analytical parameters listed in Table D of the General 
Permit.  There are no numeric limitations for the parameters you test for. 
 
The four parameters which the General Permit requires to be tested are considered indicator parameters.  In other words, 
regardless of what type of facility you operate, these parameters are nonspecific and general enough to usually provide some 
indication whether pollutants are present in your storm water discharge.  The following briefly explains what each of these 
parameters mean: 
 
pH is a numeric measure of the hydrogen-ion concentration.  The neutral, or acceptable, range is within 6.5 to 8.5.  At values less 
than 6.5, the water is considered acidic; above 8.5 it is considered alkaline or basic. An example of an acidic substance is vinegar, 
and a alkaline or basic substance is liquid antacid.  Pure rainfall tends to have a pH of a little less than 7.  There may be sources of 
materials or industrial activities which could increase or decrease the pH of your storm water discharge. If the pH levels of your 
storm water discharge are high or low, you should conduct a thorough evaluation of all potential pollutant sources at your site. 
  
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) is a measure of the undissolved solids that are present in your storm water discharge.  Sources 
of TSS include sediment from erosion of exposed land, and dirt from impervious (i.e. paved) areas.  Sediment by itself can be very 
toxic to aquatic life because it covers feeding and breeding grounds, and can smother organisms living on the bottom of a water 
body.  Toxic chemicals and other pollutants also adhere to sediment particles.  This provides a medium by which toxic or other 
pollutants end up in our water ways and ultimately in human and aquatic life.  TSS levels vary in runoff from undisturbed land.  It 
has been shown that TSS levels increase significantly due to land development. 
 
Specific Conductance (SC) is a numerical expression of the ability of the water to carry an electric current.  SC can be used to 
assess the degree of mineralization, salinity, or estimate the total dissolved solids concentration of a water sample.  Because of 
air pollution, most rain water has a SC a little above zero.  A high SC could affect the usability of waters for drinking, irrigation, and 
other commercial or industrial use. 
 
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) is a measure of the total organic matter present in water.  (All organic matter contains carbon)  
This test is sensitive and able to detect small concentrations of organic matter.  Organic matter is naturally occurring in animals, 
plants, and man.  Organic matter may also be man made (so called synthetic organics).  Synthetic organics include pesticides, 
fuels, solvents, and paints.   Natural organic matter utilizes the oxygen in a receiving water to biodegrade.  Too much organic 
matter could place a significant oxygen demand on the water, and possibly impact its quality.  Synthetic organics either do not 
biodegrade or biodegrade very slowly.  Synthetic organics are a source of toxic chemicals that can have adverse affects at very 
low concentrations.  Some of these chemicals bioaccumulate in aquatic life.  If your levels of TOC are high, you should evaluate 
all sources of natural or synthetic organics you may use at your site. 
 
Oil and Grease (O&G) is a measure of the amount of oil and grease present in your storm water discharge.  At very low 
concentrations, O&G can cause a sheen (that floating "rainbow") on the surface of water (1 qt. of oil can pollute 250,000 gallons of 
water).  O&G can adversely affect aquatic life and create unsightly floating material and film on water, thus making it undrinkable.  
Sources of O&G include maintenance shops, vehicles, machines and roadways. 
 
If you have any questions regarding whether or not your constituent concentrations are too high, please contact your local 
Regional Board office.  The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has published stormwater discharge 
benchmarks for a number of parameters.  These benchmarks may be helpful when evaluating whether additional BMPs are 
appropriate.  These benchmarks can be accessed at our website at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov.  It is contained in the Sampling and 
Analysis Reduction Certification.   
 

See Storm Water Contacts at 
                   
              http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/contact.shtml

2013 2014
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ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 1 - SAMPLING & ANALYSIS RESULTS

 

Monitoring
Location

Sample Date
/ Time

Discharge
Time

Sample
Collector

Name, Title

Parameter Result Units Analytical
Method

Method
Detection

Limit

Analyzed By

Outfall001 02/28/2014
14:10

14:10 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total Organic
Carbon
(TOC)

=17 mg/L A5310B 110 LAB

Outfall001 02/28/2014
14:10

14:10 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total Organic
Carbon
(TOC)

=17 mg/L A5310B 110 LAB

Outfall001 02/28/2014
14:10

14:10 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Iron, Total =790 mg/L E200.7 1 LAB

Outfall001 02/28/2014
14:10

14:10 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Electrical
Conductivity
@ 25 Deg. C

=540 umhos/cm A2510B 200 LAB

Outfall001 02/28/2014
14:10

14:10 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Oil and
Grease

=0 mg/L E1664A 15 LAB

Outfall001 02/28/2014
14:10

14:10 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

pH =8.37 SU A4500H 9 LAB

Outfall001 02/28/2014
14:10

14:10 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total
Suspended
Solids (TSS)

=26000 mg/L A2540D 100 LAB

Outfall B 02/28/2014
13:00

13:00 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total Organic
Carbon
(TOC)

=4.2 mg/L A5310B 110 LAB

Outfall B 02/28/2014
13:00

13:00 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total Organic
Carbon
(TOC)

=4.1 mg/L A5310B 110 LAB

Outfall B 02/28/2014
13:00

13:00 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Iron, Total =65 mg/L E200.7 1 LAB

Outfall B 02/28/2014
13:00

13:00 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Electrical
Conductivity
@ 25 Deg. C

=190 umhos/cm A2510B 200 LAB

Outfall B 02/28/2014
13:00

13:00 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Oil and
Grease

=3.2 mg/L E1664A 15 LAB

Outfall B 02/28/2014
13:00

13:00 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

pH =8.6 SU A4500H 9 LAB

Outfall B 02/28/2014
13:00

13:00 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total
Suspended
Solids (TSS)

=1800 mg/L A2540D 100 LAB

Outfall North 02/28/2014
13:40

13:40 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total Organic
Carbon
(TOC)

=8 mg/L A5310B 110 LAB

Outfall North 02/28/2014
13:40

13:40 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total Organic
Carbon
(TOC)

=8.3 mg/L A5310B 110 LAB

Outfall North 02/28/2014
13:40

13:40 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Iron, Total =12 mg/L E200.7 1 LAB

Outfall North 02/28/2014
13:40

13:40 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Electrical
Conductivity
@ 25 Deg. C

=500 umhos/cm A2510B 200 LAB

Outfall North 02/28/2014
13:40

13:40 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Oil and
Grease

=0 mg/L E1664A 15 LAB

Outfall North 02/28/2014
13:40

13:40 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

pH =7.64 SU A4500H 9 LAB

Outfall North 02/28/2014
13:40

13:40 Moses
Romero, Gas
Technician

Total
Suspended
Solids (TSS)

=240 mg/L A2540D 100 LAB



2013-2014

ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 2 - QUARTERLY VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF AUTHORIZED 

NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES (NSWDs)

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Any Authorized NSWDs
This Quarter?

July - Sept 09/25/2013 Moses Romero Gas Technician No

Source and Location of
Authorized NSWD

Name of Authorized
NSWD

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Revised or New BMPs
Description and

Implementation Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Any Authorized NSWDs
This Quarter?

Oct - Dec 11/21/2013 Moses Romero Gas Technician No

Source and Location of
Authorized NSWD

Name of Authorized
NSWD

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Revised or New BMPs
Description and

Implementation Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Any Authorized NSWDs
This Quarter?

Jan - Mar 02/26/2014 Moses Romero Gas Technician No

Source and Location of
Authorized NSWD

Name of Authorized
NSWD

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Revised or New BMPs
Description and

Implementation Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Any Authorized NSWDs
This Quarter?

Apr - Jun 05/21/2014 Moses Romero Gas Technician No

Source and Location of
Authorized NSWD

Name of Authorized
NSWD

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Revised or New BMPs
Description and

Implementation Date
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ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 3 - QUARTERLY VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED 

NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES (NSWDs)

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Unauthorized NSWDs
Observed?

Indications of Prior
Unauthorized

NSWDs?

July - Sept 09/25/2013 00:00 Moses Romero Gas Technician No No

Source and Location of
Unauthorized NSWD

Name of Unauthorized
NSWD

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Corrective Actions to
Eliminate Unauthorized
NSWD and Elimination

Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Unauthorized NSWDs
Observed?

Indications of Prior
Unauthorized

NSWDs?

Oct - Dec 11/21/2013 00:00 Moses Romero Gas Technician No No

Source and Location of
Unauthorized NSWD

Name of Unauthorized
NSWD

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Corrective Actions to
Eliminate Unauthorized
NSWD and Elimination

Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Unauthorized NSWDs
Observed?

Indications of Prior
Unauthorized

NSWDs?

Jan - Mar 02/26/2014 00:00 Moses Romero Gas Technician No No

Source and Location of
Unauthorized NSWD

Name of Unauthorized
NSWD

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Corrective Actions to
Eliminate Unauthorized
NSWD and Elimination

Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Unauthorized NSWDs
Observed?

Indications of Prior
Unauthorized

NSWDs?

Apr - Jun 05/21/2014 00:00 Moses Romero Gas Technician No No

Source and Location of
Unauthorized NSWD

Name of Unauthorized
NSWD

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Corrective Actions to
Eliminate Unauthorized
NSWD and Elimination

Date



2013-2014

ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 4 - MONTHLY VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF

STORM WATER DISCHARGES

 

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

02/28/2014
00:00

Observer
Name:

Moses
Romero

Observer
Title:

Gas
Technician

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Drainage
Location1

Outfall001 14:00 14:10 Yes Discharge
from sediment

basin.

Cloudy
discolored

liquids.

Can not be
identified.

Upstream
BMPs of straw
wattles around

all surface
water inlets will
be installed by

October 1,
2014.

Structural
improvements
and cleanout
of stormwater

basin to
increase
pollutant
removal

effectiveness
will be done as

soon as
permits allow.



Drainage
Location2

Outfall North 13:30 13:10 Yes Discharge
from sediment

basin.

Cloudy
discolored

liquids.

Can not be
identified.

Upstream
BMPs of straw
wattles around

all surface
water inlets will
be installed by

October 1,
2014.

Cleanout of
stormwater

basin to
increase
pollutant
removal

effectiveness
will be done as

soon as
permits allow.

Drainage
Location3

Outfall B 12:50 12:50 Yes Discharge
from side

slope of open
dirt lot.

Cloudy
discolored

liquids.

Can not be
identified.

Upstream
BMPs of straw
wattles around

all surface
water inlets will
be installed by

October 1,
2014.

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on



2013-2014

ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 5 - ANNUAL COMPREHENSIVE SITE COMPLIANCE EVALUATION

POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCE/INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY BMP STATUS

 

Evaluation Date: 06/19/2014 Inspector Name: Cody Cowgill Title: Site Engineer

Potential Pollutant
Source/Industrial Activity

Area

Are any BMPs Not Fully
Implemented?

Are Additional/Revised
BMPs Necessary?

Deficiencies in BMPs or
BMP implementation

Additional/Revised BMPs
or Corrective Actions and

their date(s) of
Implementation

Landfilling Operations Yes Yes Sediment control from
landfill outside slopes may

not be adequate and basins
may need structural

improvements and/or
maintenance to be more

effective.

Upstream BMPs of straw
wattles around all surface

water inlets will be installed
by October 1, 2014.

Structural improvements
and/or cleanout of

stormwater basins to
increase pollutant removal
effectiveness will be done
as soon as permits allow.

Fueling Area No No

Other Areas (Access
Roads)

No No

Maintenance Shop No No

New Construction Yes No Sediment control from
outside slopes may not be

adequate.

Upstream BMPs of straw
wattles around all surface

water inlets will be installed
by October 1, 2014.

Flare Station and Gas Plant No No

Liquid Handling No No

Recycle Reload No No



2013-2014

ANNUAL REPORT
EXPLANATIONS SPECIFIED FOR VARIOUS YES/NO QUESTIONS IN THE REPORT

 

Attachments:

 

Explanation Question Explanation Text

E1 Only one rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge.

E5 Stormwater discharge points that are not monitored are considered to be equivalent to discharge
points that are monitored. The description of the discharge points include areas adjacent to
Outfall A and Outfall B, which are open dirt lots. These drainage areas are identical in land use
and characteristics and support the use of representative outfalls as substantially identical to
those that are not sampled. The description of the discharge points also include areas
represented by Outfall003, which is the main access road. These drainage areas are identical in
land use and characteristics and support the use of representative outfalls as substantially
identical to those that are not sampled.

G .October No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 10/22/13 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .November No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 11/20/13 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .December No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 12/18/13 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .January No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 1/29/14 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .March No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 3/26/14 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .April No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 4/23/14 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .May No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 5/20/14 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

Attachment Title Description Date Uploaded Attachment Type Attachment Hash Doc Part No/Total
Parts

Laboratory Results 06/20/2014 Laboratory Results 4dee616f96853eea551
86bcc6d58a868b7979
1a2f6923f54349a0de2
b2af

1/1



 
 
 

State of California 
STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

 

ANNUAL REPORT 
FOR  

STORM WATER DISCHARGES ASSOCIATED 
WITH INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES 

 
 

Reporting Period July 1,         through June 30,      
 
An annual report is required to be submitted to your local Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(Regional Board) by July 1 of each year.  This document must be certified and signed, under penalty 
of perjury, by the appropriate official of your company.  Many of the Annual Report questions require an 
explanation.  Please provide explanations on a separate sheet as an attachment.  Retain a copy of 
the completed Annual Report for your records. 
 
Please circle or highlight any information contained in Items A, B, and C below that is new or revised so 
we can update our records.  Please remember that a Notice of Termination and new Notice of Intent 
are required whenever a facility operation is relocated or changes ownership. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact your Regional Board Industrial Storm Water Permit Contact.  
The names, telephone numbers and e-mail addresses of the Regional Board contacts, as well as the 
Regional Board office addresses can be found at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov/stormwtr/contact.html.  To 
find your Regional Board information, match the first digit of your WDID number with the corresponding 
number that appears in parenthesis on the first line of each Regional Board office. 
 
 GENERAL INFORMATION: 
 

A. Facility Information:    Facility WDID No:   

 Facility Business Name:          Contact Person:                                                                   

 Physical Address:          e-mail:                                                                   

 City:       CA   Zip:    Phone:                                          

       SIC Code(s):                                        

 

B. Facility Operator Information: 
 Operator Name:       Contact Person:    

 Mailing Address:       e-mail:    

 City:       State:     Zip:    Phone:    

 

C. Facility Billing Information:  
 Operator Name:       Contact Person:    

 Mailing Address:       e-mail:    

 City:       State:         Zip:    Phone:  ______________

4953-Refuse Systems

Corona 951-277-5106

ccowgill@wm.com

Corona

USA Waste of California Inc

10910 Dawson Canyon Road

Cody Cowgill

8 33I000559

951-277-5106

Cody Cowgill

92883

2014

2014

2015

2015

WM El Sobrante Landfill

10910 Dawson Canyon Rd

CA

ccowgill@wm.com

92883
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SPECIFIC INFORMATION

MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM

D. SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS EXEMPTIONS AND REDUCTIONS

1. For the reporting period, was your facility exempt from collecting and analyzing samples from two storm events in
accordance with sections B.12 or 15 of the General Permit?

YES Go to Item D.2 NO Go to Section E

2. Indicate the reason your facility is exempt from collecting and analyzing samples from two storm events.  Attach a 
copy of the first page of the appropriate certification if you check boxes ii, iii, iv, or v.

 i. Participating in an Approved Group Monitoring Plan Group Name:                                                

                                                         

ii.  Submitted No Exposure Certification (NEC) Date Submitted:                      

Re-evaluation Date:                      _

Does facility continue to satisfy NEC conditions?     YES NO

iii. Submitted Sampling Reduction Certification (SRC) Date Submitted:                      

Re-evaluation Date:                     _

Does facility continue to satisfy SRC conditions?     YES NO

iv. Received Regional Board Certification   Certification Date:                             

v. Received Local Agency Certification Cetification Date:                   

3. If you checked boxes i or iii above, were you scheduled to sample one storm event during the reporting year?

           YES Go to Section E NO Go to Section F

4. If you checked boxes ii, iv, or v, go to Section F.

E. SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS RESULTS

1. How many storm events did you sample?           If less than 2, attach explanation (if you checked 
item D.2.i or iii. above, only attach explanation if you
answer “0”).

2. Did you collect storm water samples from the first storm of the wet season that produced a discharge during
scheduled facility operating hours? (Section B.5 of the General Permit)

YES NO, attach explanation (Please note that if
you do not sample the first storm event, you are
still required to sample 2 storm events)

3. How many storm water discharge locations are at your facility?                         

1

7

2014 2015
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4. For each storm event sampled, did you collect and analyze a
sample from each of the facilitys’ storm water discharge locations? YES, go to Item E.6         NO

5. Was sample collection or analysis reduced in accordance
with Section B.7.d of the General Permit? NO         YES, attach explanation

If “YES”, attach documentation supporting your determination
that two or more drainage areas are substantially identical.

Date facility’s drainage areas were last evaluated                    _

6. Were all samples collected during the first hour of discharge? YES         NO, attach explanation

7. Was all storm water sampling preceded by three (3)
working days without a storm water discharge? YES         NO, attach explanation

8. Were there any discharges of stormwater that had been
temporarily stored or contained?  (such as from a pond) YES  NO, go to Item E.10

9. Did you collect and analyze samples of temporarily stored or
contained storm water discharges from two storm events?
(or one storm event if you checked item D.2.i or iii. above) YES  NO, attach explanation

10. Section B.5. of the General Permit requires you to analyze storm water samples for pH, Total Suspended Solids (TSS),
Specific Conductance (SC), Total Organic Carbon (TOC) or Oil and Grease (O&G), other pollutants likely to be present
in storm water discharges in significant quantities,  and analytical parameters listed in Table D of the General Permit.

a. Does Table D contain any additional parameters
related to your facility's SIC code(s)? YES  NO, Go to Item E.11

b. Did you analyze all storm water samples for the
applicable parameters listed in Table D? YES  NO

c. If you did not analyze all storm water samples for the
applicable Table D parameters, check one of the
following reasons:

           In prior sampling years, the parameter(s) have not been detected in significant quantities from two
consecutive sampling events.  Attach explanation

            The parameter(s) is not likely to be present in storm water discharges and authorized non-storm water 
discharges in significant quantities based upon the facility operator’s evaluation.  Attach explanation

           Other.  Attach explanation

11. For each storm event sampled, attach a copy of the laboratory analytical reports and report the sampling and analysis
results using Form 1 or its equivalent.  The following must be provided for each sample collected:

• Date and time of sample collection • Testing results.
• Name and title of sampler. • Test methods used.
• Parameters tested. • Test detection limits.
• Name of analytical testing laboratory. • Date of testing.
• Discharge location identification. • Copies of the laboratory analytical results.

✘

✘

12/01/2014

✘

✘

✘

✘
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F. QUARTERLY VISUAL OBSERVATIONS

1. Authorized Non-Storm Water Discharges
Section B.3.b of the General Permit requires quarterly visual observations of all authorized non-storm water 
discharges and their sources.

a. Do authorized non-storm water discharges occur at your facility?

YES       NO     Go to Item F.2
 

b. Indicate whether you visually observed all authorized non-storm water discharges and their sources 
during the quarters when they were discharged.  Attach an explanation for any “NO” answers.  Indicate 
“N/A” for quarters without any authorized non-storm water discharges.

July -September    YES      NO        N/A October-December            YES   NO     N/A

January-March    YES      NO        N/A April-June YES   NO     N/A

c. Use Form 2 to report quarterly visual observations of authorized non-storm water discharges or
provide the following information.

i.    name of each authorized non-storm water discharge
ii.    date and time of observation
iii.   source and location of each authorized non-storm water discharge
iv.   characteristics of the discharge at its source and impacted drainage area/discharge location
v.   name, title, and signature of observer
vi. any new or revised BMPs necessary to reduce or prevent pollutants in authorized non-storm water 
       discharges.  Provide new or revised BMP implementation date.

2. Unauthorized Non-Storm Water Discharges
Section B.3.a of the General Permit requires quarterly visual observations of all drainage areas to detect the 
presence of unauthorized non-storm water discharges and their sources.

a. Indicate whether you visually observed all drainage areas to detect the presence of unauthorized non-
storm water discharges and their sources.  Attach an explanation for any “NO” answers.

July -September         YES     N/ANO October-December            YES          NO           N/A

January-March         YES                                N/A NO April-June YES           NO           N/A

b. Based upon the quarterly visual observations, were any unauthorized non-storm water discharges detected?

YES    NO     Go to item F.2.d

c. Have each of the unauthorized non-storm water discharges been eliminated or permitted? 

               YES              NO    Attach explanation

d. Use Form 3 to report quarterly unauthorized non-storm water discharge visual observations or provide the 
following information.

i. name of each unauthorized non-storm water discharge.
ii. date and time of observation.
iii. source and location of each unauthorized non-storm water discharge.
iv. characteristics of the discharge at its source and impacted drainage area/discharge location.
v. name, title, and signature of observer.
vi. any corrective actions necessary to eliminate the source of each unauthorized non-storm water 

discharge and to clean impacted drainage areas.  Provide date unauthorized non-storm water 
discharge(s) was eliminated or scheduled to be eliminated.

✘ ✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘
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G. MONTHLY WET SEASON VISUAL OBSERVATIONS

Section B.4.a of the General Permit requires you to conduct monthly visual observations of storm water
discharges at all storm water discharge locations during the wet season.  These observations shall occur during 
the first hour of discharge or, in the case of temporarily stored or contained storm water, at the time of discharge.

1. Indicate below whether monthly visual observations of storm water discharges occurred at all discharge 
locations.  Attach an explanation for any “NO” answers.  Include in this explanation whether any eligible
storm events occurred during scheduled facility operating hours that did not result in a storm water
discharge, and provide the date, time, name and title of the person who observed that there was no storm
water discharge.

YES NO YES NO
October February

November March

December April

January May

2. Report monthly wet season visual observations using Form 4 or provide the following information.

a. date, time, and location of observation
b. name and title of observer
c. characteristics of the discharge (i.e., odor, color, etc.) and source of any pollutants observed.
d. any new or revised BMPs necessary to reduce or prevent pollutants in storm water discharges.  

Provide new or revised BMP implementation date.

ANNUAL COMPREHENSIVE SITE COMPLIANCE EVALUATION (ACSCE)

H. ACSCE CHECKLIST

Section A.9 of the General Permit requires the facility operator to conduct one ACSCE in each reporting period (July 1-
June 30).  Evaluations must be conducted within 8-16 months of each other.  The SWPPP and monitoring program
shall be revised and implemented, as necessary, within 90 days of the evaluation.  The checklist below includes the
minimum steps necessary to complete a ACSCE.  Indicate whether you have performed each step below.  Attach an
explanation for any “NO” answers.

1. Have you inspected all potential pollutant sources and industrial activities areas? YES         NO
The following areas should be inspected:

• areas where spills and leaks have occured during
 the last year.
• outdoor wash and rinse areas.
• process/manufacturing areas.
• loading, unloading, and transfer areas.
• waste storage/disposal areas.
• dust/particulate generating areas.
• erosion areas.

2. Have you reviewed your SWPPP to assure that its BMPs address existing
potential pollutant sources and industrial activities areas?   YES        NO

3. Have you inspected the entire facility to verify that the SWPPP’s site map,
is up-to-date?  The following site map items should be verified:  YES        NO

• facility boundaries
• outline of all storm water drainage areas
• areas impacted by run-on

• building repair, remodeling, and construction
• material storage areas
• vehicle/equipment storage areas
• truck parking and access areas
• rooftop equipment areas
• vehicle fueling/maintenance areas
• non-storm water discharge generating areas

• storm water discharges locations
• storm water collection and conveyance system
• structural control measures such as catch basins,

berms, containment areas, oil/water separators, etc.

✘

✘

✘ ✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘
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4. Have you reviewed all General Permit compliance records generated
since the last annual evaluation? YES         NO

The following records should be reviewed:

• quarterly authorized non-storm water
 discharge visual observations
• monthly storm water discharge
 visual observation
• records of spills/leaks and associated
       clean-up/response activities

5. Have you reviewed the major elements of the SWPPP to assure
compliance with the General Permit? YES         NO

The following SWPPP items should be reviewed:

• pollution prevention team
• list of significant materials
• description of potential pollutant sources

6. Have you reviewed your SWPPP to assure that a) the BMPs are adequate
in reducing or preventing pollutants in storm water discharges and authorized
non-storm water discharges, and b) the BMPs are being implemented? YES         NO

The following BMP categories should be reviewed:

• good housekeeping practices
• spill response
• employee training
• erosion control
• quality assurance

7. Has all material handling equipment and equipment needed to
implement the SWPPP been inspected? YES         NO

I. ACSCE EVALUATION REPORT

The facility operator is required to provide an evaluation report that includes:

• identification of personnel performing the evaluation
• the date(s) of the evaluation
• necessary SWPPP revisions

Use Form 5 to report the results of your evaluation or develop an equivalent form.

J. ACSCE CERTIFICATION

The facility operator is required to certify compliance with the Industrial Activities Storm Water General Permit.  To 
certify compliance, both the SWPPP and Monitoring Program must be up to date and be fully implemented.

Based upon your ACSCE, do you certify compliance with the Industrial
Activities Storm Water General Permit?        YES    NO

If you answered “NO” attach an explanation to the ACSCE Evaluation Report why you are not in 
compliance with the Industrial Activities Storm Water General Permit.

• quarterly unauthorized non-storm
water discharge visual observations

• Sampling and Analysis records
• preventative maintenance inspection

and maintenance records

• preventative maintenance
• material handling and storage practices
• waste handling/storage
• structural BMPs

• assessment of potential pollutant sources
• identification and description of the BMPs to be

implemented for each potential pollutant source

• schedule for implementing SWPPP revisions
• any incidents of non-compliance and the corrective

actions taken.

✘

✘

✘

✘

✘
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ANNUAL REPORT CERTIFICATION

I am duly authorized to sign reports required by the INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES STORM WATER GENERAL
PERMIT (see Standard Provision C.9) and I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments
were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to ensure that qualified
personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted.  Based on my inquiry of the person or persons
who manage the system, or those person directly responsible for gathering the information, the information
submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate and complete.  I am aware that there are
significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for
knowing violations.

Printed Name:                                                                                                                                                                

Signature:                                                                                                                   Date:   

Title:                                                                                                                                                                                

Cody Cowgill

Site Engineer

06/29/2015
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 DESCRIPTION OF BASIC ANALYTICAL PARAMETERS 
 
The Industrial Activities Storm Water General Permit (General Permit) requires you to analyze storm water samples for at least 
four parameters.  These are pH, Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Specific Conductance (SC),and Total Organic Carbon (TOC).  
Oil and Grease (O&G) may be substituted for TOC.  In addition, you must monitor for any other pollutants which you believe to be 
present in your storm water discharge as a result of industrial activity and analytical parameters listed in Table D of the General 
Permit.  There are no numeric limitations for the parameters you test for. 
 
The four parameters which the General Permit requires to be tested are considered indicator parameters.  In other words, 
regardless of what type of facility you operate, these parameters are nonspecific and general enough to usually provide some 
indication whether pollutants are present in your storm water discharge.  The following briefly explains what each of these 
parameters mean: 
 
pH is a numeric measure of the hydrogen-ion concentration.  The neutral, or acceptable, range is within 6.5 to 8.5.  At values less 
than 6.5, the water is considered acidic; above 8.5 it is considered alkaline or basic. An example of an acidic substance is vinegar, 
and a alkaline or basic substance is liquid antacid.  Pure rainfall tends to have a pH of a little less than 7.  There may be sources of 
materials or industrial activities which could increase or decrease the pH of your storm water discharge. If the pH levels of your 
storm water discharge are high or low, you should conduct a thorough evaluation of all potential pollutant sources at your site. 
  
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) is a measure of the undissolved solids that are present in your storm water discharge.  Sources 
of TSS include sediment from erosion of exposed land, and dirt from impervious (i.e. paved) areas.  Sediment by itself can be very 
toxic to aquatic life because it covers feeding and breeding grounds, and can smother organisms living on the bottom of a water 
body.  Toxic chemicals and other pollutants also adhere to sediment particles.  This provides a medium by which toxic or other 
pollutants end up in our water ways and ultimately in human and aquatic life.  TSS levels vary in runoff from undisturbed land.  It 
has been shown that TSS levels increase significantly due to land development. 
 
Specific Conductance (SC) is a numerical expression of the ability of the water to carry an electric current.  SC can be used to 
assess the degree of mineralization, salinity, or estimate the total dissolved solids concentration of a water sample.  Because of 
air pollution, most rain water has a SC a little above zero.  A high SC could affect the usability of waters for drinking, irrigation, and 
other commercial or industrial use. 
 
Total Organic Carbon (TOC) is a measure of the total organic matter present in water.  (All organic matter contains carbon)  
This test is sensitive and able to detect small concentrations of organic matter.  Organic matter is naturally occurring in animals, 
plants, and man.  Organic matter may also be man made (so called synthetic organics).  Synthetic organics include pesticides, 
fuels, solvents, and paints.   Natural organic matter utilizes the oxygen in a receiving water to biodegrade.  Too much organic 
matter could place a significant oxygen demand on the water, and possibly impact its quality.  Synthetic organics either do not 
biodegrade or biodegrade very slowly.  Synthetic organics are a source of toxic chemicals that can have adverse affects at very 
low concentrations.  Some of these chemicals bioaccumulate in aquatic life.  If your levels of TOC are high, you should evaluate 
all sources of natural or synthetic organics you may use at your site. 
 
Oil and Grease (O&G) is a measure of the amount of oil and grease present in your storm water discharge.  At very low 
concentrations, O&G can cause a sheen (that floating "rainbow") on the surface of water (1 qt. of oil can pollute 250,000 gallons of 
water).  O&G can adversely affect aquatic life and create unsightly floating material and film on water, thus making it undrinkable.  
Sources of O&G include maintenance shops, vehicles, machines and roadways. 
 
If you have any questions regarding whether or not your constituent concentrations are too high, please contact your local 
Regional Board office.  The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has published stormwater discharge 
benchmarks for a number of parameters.  These benchmarks may be helpful when evaluating whether additional BMPs are 
appropriate.  These benchmarks can be accessed at our website at http://www.swrcb.ca.gov.  It is contained in the Sampling and 
Analysis Reduction Certification.   
 

See Storm Water Contacts at 
                   
              http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/contact.shtml

2014 2015
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ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 1 - SAMPLING & ANALYSIS RESULTS

 

Monitoring
Location

Sample Date
/ Time

Discharge
Time

Sample
Collector

Name, Title

Parameter Result Units Analytical
Method

Method
Detection

Limit

Analyzed By

Outfall001 12/12/2014
15:00

15:00 Cody
Cowgill, Site

Engineer

Iron, Total =4.2 mg/L E200.7 1 LAB

Outfall001 12/12/2014
15:00

15:00 Cody
Cowgill, Site

Engineer

Electrical
Conductivity
@ 25 Deg. C

=750 umhos/cm A2510B 200 LAB

Outfall001 12/12/2014
15:00

15:00 Cody
Cowgill, Site

Engineer

Oil and
Grease

<15 mg/L E1664A 15 LAB

Outfall001 12/12/2014
15:00

15:00 Cody
Cowgill, Site

Engineer

pH =7.25 SU E150.1 9 LAB

Outfall001 12/12/2014
15:00

15:00 Cody
Cowgill, Site

Engineer

Total
Suspended
Solids (TSS)

=97 mg/L A2540D 100 LAB
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ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 2 - QUARTERLY VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF AUTHORIZED 

NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES (NSWDs)

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Any Authorized NSWDs
This Quarter?

July - Sept 09/15/2014 Moses Romero Gas Technician No

Source and Location of
Authorized NSWD

Name of Authorized
NSWD

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Revised or New BMPs
Description and

Implementation Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Any Authorized NSWDs
This Quarter?

Oct - Dec 12/22/2014 Moses Romero Gas Technician No

Source and Location of
Authorized NSWD

Name of Authorized
NSWD

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Revised or New BMPs
Description and

Implementation Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Any Authorized NSWDs
This Quarter?

Jan - Mar 03/16/2015 Moses Romero Gas Technician No

Source and Location of
Authorized NSWD

Name of Authorized
NSWD

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Revised or New BMPs
Description and

Implementation Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Any Authorized NSWDs
This Quarter?

Apr - Jun 04/17/2015 Moses Romero Gas Technician No

Source and Location of
Authorized NSWD

Name of Authorized
NSWD

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Authorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Revised or New BMPs
Description and

Implementation Date
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ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 3 - QUARTERLY VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF UNAUTHORIZED 

NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGES (NSWDs)

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Unauthorized NSWDs
Observed?

Indications of Prior
Unauthorized

NSWDs?

July - Sept 09/15/2014 00:00 Moses Romero Gas Technician No No

Source and Location of
Unauthorized NSWD

Name of Unauthorized
NSWD

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Corrective Actions to
Eliminate Unauthorized
NSWD and Elimination

Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Unauthorized NSWDs
Observed?

Indications of Prior
Unauthorized

NSWDs?

Oct - Dec 12/22/2014 00:00 Moses Romero Gas Technician No No

Source and Location of
Unauthorized NSWD

Name of Unauthorized
NSWD

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Corrective Actions to
Eliminate Unauthorized
NSWD and Elimination

Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Unauthorized NSWDs
Observed?

Indications of Prior
Unauthorized

NSWDs?

Jan - Mar 03/16/2015 00:00 Moses Romero Gas Technician No No

Source and Location of
Unauthorized NSWD

Name of Unauthorized
NSWD

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Corrective Actions to
Eliminate Unauthorized
NSWD and Elimination

Date

Quarter Date/Time(HH:MM) Observer Name Observer Title Unauthorized NSWDs
Observed?

Indications of Prior
Unauthorized

NSWDs?

Apr - Jun 04/17/2015 00:00 Moses Romero Gas Technician No No

Source and Location of
Unauthorized NSWD

Name of Unauthorized
NSWD

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at Source

Unauthorized NSWD
Characteristics at
Drainage Area and
Discharge Location

Corrective Actions to
Eliminate Unauthorized
NSWD and Elimination

Date



2014-2015

ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 4 - MONTHLY VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF

STORM WATER DISCHARGES

 

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

12/12/2014
00:00

Observer
Name:

Cody Cowgill Observer
Title:

Site Engineer

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Drainage
Location1

Outfall001 15:00 15:00 No

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on

Observation
Date:

Observer
Name:

Observer
Title:

Location
Description

Observation
Time

Time
Discharge

Began

Were
Pollutants
Observed?

Drainage
Area

Description

Describe
Storm Water
Discharge

Characteristic
s

Identify and
Describe

Source(s) of
Pollutants

Describe any
Revised or
New BMPs
and Their

Date of
Implementati

on
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ANNUAL REPORT
FORM 5 - ANNUAL COMPREHENSIVE SITE COMPLIANCE EVALUATION

POTENTIAL POLLUTANT SOURCE/INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY BMP STATUS

 

Evaluation Date: 06/29/2015 Inspector Name: Cody Cowgill Title: Site Engineer

Potential Pollutant
Source/Industrial Activity

Area

Are any BMPs Not Fully
Implemented?

Are Additional/Revised
BMPs Necessary?

Deficiencies in BMPs or
BMP implementation

Additional/Revised BMPs
or Corrective Actions and

their date(s) of
Implementation

Landfilling Operations No Yes Sediment control from
landfill outside slopes may

not be adequate and basins
may need structural

improvements and/or
maintenance to be more

effective.

Upstream BMPs of
additional straw

wattles and/or flocculant
logs around all surface

water inlets will be installed
by October 1, 2015.
Temporary structural

improvements
and/or cleanout of

stormwater basins to
increase pollutant removal
effectiveness will be done
as soon as permits allow.

Recycle Reload No No

Flare Station and Gas Plant No No

Fueling Area No No

Other Areas (Access
Roads)

No No

Liquid Handling No No

Maintenance Shop No No

New Construction No No
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ANNUAL REPORT
EXPLANATIONS SPECIFIED FOR VARIOUS YES/NO QUESTIONS IN THE REPORT

 

Attachments:

 

Explanation Question Explanation Text

E1 Only one rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge.

E5 Stormwater discharge points that are not monitored are considered to be equivalent to discharge
points that are monitored. The description of the discharge points include areas adjacent to
Outfall A and Outfall B, which are open dirt lots. These drainage areas are identical in land use
and characteristics and support the use of representative outfalls as substantially identical to
those that are not sampled. The description of the discharge points also include areas
represented by Outfall003, which is the main access road. These drainage areas are identical in
land use and characteristics and support the use of representative outfalls as substantially
identical to those that are not sampled.

G .October No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 10/31/14 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .November No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 11/26/14 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .January No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 1/12/15 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .February No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 2/17/15 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .March No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 3/17/15 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .April No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 4/17/15 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

G .May No rain event resulted in enough rainfall to cause a discharge. Each discharge point was
observed by Moses Romero, Gas Technician, during each rain event and the observation was
recorded. 5/15/15 rainfall did not result in a discharge.

Attachment Title Description Date Uploaded Attachment Type Attachment Hash Doc Part No/Total
Parts

ESL Annual Report
2014_2015 Lab Data

ESL Annual Report
2014_2015 Lab Data

06/29/2015 Laboratory Results 5727e6757fbb123d3d9
9d6322c9b41d8e22a1
e1385bfa29756d66e4a
2e7822

1/1



ANALYTICAL REPORT

Job Number: 280-52652-1

Job Description: 1030|El Sobrante LF- Stormwater

For:
Waste Management

El Sobrante LF
10910 Dawson Canyon Road

Corona, CA  92883

Attention: Mr. Cody Cowgill

_____________________________________________

Approved for release.
Betsy A Sara
Project Manager II
3/12/2014 12:19 PM

Betsy A Sara, Project Manager II
4955 Yarrow Street, Arvada, CO, 80002

(303)736-0189       
betsy.sara@testamericainc.com

03/12/2014  

cc: Ms. Tina Schmiesing

The test results in this report relate only to the samples in this report and meet all requirements of NELAC, with any
exceptions noted. Pursuant to NELAP, this report shall not be reproduced except in full, without the written approval of
the laboratory. All questions regarding this report should be directed to the TestAmerica Denver Project Manager.

 

The Lab Certification ID# is E87667. 
The Lab California Certification is # 2513.
 

Reporting limits are adjusted for sample size used, dilutions and moisture content if applicable.

TestAmerica Laboratories, Inc.

TestAmerica Denver   4955 Yarrow Street, Arvada, CO  80002

Tel (303) 736-0100  Fax (303) 431-7171 www.testamericainc.com

Page 1 of 34
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CASE NARRATIVE

Client: Waste Management

Project: 1030|El Sobrante LF- Stormwater

Report Number: 280-52652-1

With the exceptions noted as flags or footnotes, standard analytical protocols were followed in the analysis of the samples and no 

problems were encountered or anomalies observed.  In addition all laboratory quality control samples were within established control 

limits, with any exceptions noted below.  Each sample was analyzed to achieve the lowest possible reporting limit within the constraints of 

the method.  In some cases, due to interference or analytes present at high concentrations, samples were diluted.  For diluted samples, 

the reporting limits are adjusted relative to the dilution required.

This report may include reporting limits (RLs) less than TestAmerica’s standard reporting limit.  The reported sample results and 

associated reporting limits are being used specifically to meet the needs of this project.  Note that data are not normally reported to these 

levels without qualification because they are inherently less reliable and potentially less defensible than required by the latest industry 

standards.

Sample Receiving

The samples were received on 03/03/2014 and 03/04/2014; the samples arrived in good condition.  The temperatures of the coolers at 

receipt were 5.4º C, 5.6º C and 19.2º C.

Sample OUTFALL NORTH arrived at a temperature of 19.2 C which is above the recommended maximum temperature of 6.0 C. The ice 

in the cooler was melted due to a delay in Fed Ex delivery. The laboratory proceeded with the analysis per client request. The client was 

notified on 3/5/2014.

The sample ID for sample OUTFALL B was listed on the chain of custody and the container labels as Apple B. The sample ID was 

changed to OUTFALL B per request. The client was notified on 3/5/2014.

Holding Times

The laboratory pH was measured outside of the TestAmerica recommended hold time and therefore the laboratory pH result is flagged 

with an “HF” flag.

All other holding times were met.

Method Blanks

Total Organic Carbon (TOC) Method 5310B was detected in the Method Blank at a concentration below the reporting limit but above the 

method detection limit.  No corrective action is taken for results in Method Blank that are below the reporting limits.  

All other Method Blanks were within established control limits.

Laboratory Control Samples (LCS)

All Laboratory Control Sample results were within established control limits.

Matrix Spike (MS) and Matrix Spike Duplicate (MSD)

The percent recoveries and/or relative percent difference of the MS/MSD performed on sample OUTFALL B were outside control limits for 

Total Iron Method 200.7 because the sample concentration was greater than four times the spike amount. Because the corresponding 

Laboratory Control Sample and the Method Blank sample were within control limits, no corrective action was taken. 

The method required MS/MSD could not be performed for Method 1664A due to insufficient sample volume; however, a LCS/LCSD pair 

was analyzed to demonstrate method precision and accuracy.

All other MS and MSD samples were within established control limits. 

Sample Duplicate

The RPD for Total Suspended Solids Method 2540D performed on a sample from another client was outside control limits. Because all 

other QC and calibration criteria were met no corrective action was needed.
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General Chemistry

Due to the sample matrix, the initial volume used for the samples OUTFALL B and OUTFALL001_D-1 deviated from the standard 

procedure for TSS. The reporting limit (RL) has been adjusted proportionately.

General Comments

For samples requiring analysis at a dilution, the dilution factor has been multiplied by the Method Detection Limit (MDL) for each analyte 

and evaluated versus the project-specific reporting limit (PSRL). If the obtained value is below the PSRL, then the PSRL is preserved as 

the reporting limit for the diluted result, otherwise, the obtained value becomes the reporting limit. This is done in order to maintain the 

PSRL to meet permit requirements at the request of the client and to report the lowest possible RL for each analyte.  
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Waste Management

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - Exceedance Report

Lot/SDG Number: 280-52652-1

Site Name:

Permit Number: CA Stormwater

1030|El Sobrante LF

Client Sample Id Collected Sample Analyte Result Exceedance? Benchmark Units Method

02/28/2014 14:10 1 Oil & Grease (HEM) ND 15 mg/L 1664ANOOUTFALL001_D

-1

02/28/2014 14:10 1 Iron 790 1.0 mg/L 200.7 Rev 4.4BENCHOUTFALL001_D

-1

02/28/2014 14:10 1 Specific Conductance 540 200 umhos/cm 9050ABENCHOUTFALL001_D

-1

02/28/2014 14:10 1 Total Suspended Solids 26000 100 mg/L SM 2540DBENCHOUTFALL001_D

-1

02/28/2014 14:10 1 pH 8.37 6.0-9.0 SU SM 4500 H+ BNOOUTFALL001_D

-1

02/28/2014 14:10 1 Total Organic Carbon 

Result 1

17 110 mg/L SM 5310BNOOUTFALL001_D

-1

02/28/2014 14:10 1 Total Organic Carbon 

Result 2

17 110 mg/L SM 5310BNOOUTFALL001_D

-1

NA = Not Available

BENCH = Result > Benchmark =

NO = Result </= Benchmark

RESPONSE ACTION REQUIRED
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Waste Management

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - Exceedance Report

Lot/SDG Number: 280-52652-1

Site Name:

Permit Number: CA Stormwater

1030|El Sobrante LF

Client Sample Id Collected Sample Analyte Result Exceedance? Benchmark Units Method

02/28/2014 13:00 2 Oil & Grease (HEM) 3.2 15 mg/L 1664ANOOUTFALL B

02/28/2014 13:00 2 Iron 65 1.0 mg/L 200.7 Rev 4.4BENCHOUTFALL B

02/28/2014 13:00 2 Specific Conductance 190 200 umhos/cm 9050ANOOUTFALL B

02/28/2014 13:00 2 Total Suspended Solids 1800 100 mg/L SM 2540DBENCHOUTFALL B

02/28/2014 13:00 2 pH 8.60 6.0-9.0 SU SM 4500 H+ BNOOUTFALL B

02/28/2014 13:00 2 Total Organic Carbon 

Result 1

4.2 110 mg/L SM 5310BNOOUTFALL B

02/28/2014 13:00 2 Total Organic Carbon 

Result 2

4.1 110 mg/L SM 5310BNOOUTFALL B

NA = Not Available

BENCH = Result > Benchmark =

NO = Result </= Benchmark

RESPONSE ACTION REQUIRED
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Waste Management

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - Exceedance Report

Lot/SDG Number: 280-52652-1

Site Name:

Permit Number: CA Stormwater

1030|El Sobrante LF

Client Sample Id Collected Sample Analyte Result Exceedance? Benchmark Units Method

02/28/2014 13:40 3 Oil & Grease (HEM) ND 15 mg/L 1664ANOOUTFALL 

NORTH

02/28/2014 13:40 3 Iron 12 1.0 mg/L 200.7 Rev 4.4BENCHOUTFALL 

NORTH

02/28/2014 13:40 3 Specific Conductance 500 200 umhos/cm 9050ABENCHOUTFALL 

NORTH

02/28/2014 13:40 3 Total Suspended Solids 240 100 mg/L SM 2540DBENCHOUTFALL 

NORTH

02/28/2014 13:40 3 pH 7.64 6.0-9.0 SU SM 4500 H+ BNOOUTFALL 

NORTH

02/28/2014 13:40 3 Total Organic Carbon 

Result 1

8.0 110 mg/L SM 5310BNOOUTFALL 

NORTH

02/28/2014 13:40 3 Total Organic Carbon 

Result 2

8.3 110 mg/L SM 5310BNOOUTFALL 

NORTH

NA = Not Available

BENCH = Result > Benchmark =

NO = Result </= Benchmark

RESPONSE ACTION REQUIRED
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - Detections

Client:   Waste Management Job Number:   280-52652-1

Analyte Result

Reporting 

Limit Units  Method

Lab Sample ID      Client Sample ID

Qualifier

280-52652-1 OUTFALL001_D-1

2.0 umhos/cm 9050A540Specific Conductance

55 mg/L SM 2540D26000Total Suspended Solids

0.100 SU SM 4500 H+ B8.37 HFpH

1.0 mg/L SM 5310B17 BTOC Result 1

1.0 mg/L SM 5310B17 BTOC Result 2

Total Recoverable
0.11 mg/L 200.7 Rev 4.4790Iron

280-52652-2 OUTFALL B

5.0 mg/L 1664A3.2 JHEM

2.0 umhos/cm 9050A190Specific Conductance

18 mg/L SM 2540D1800Total Suspended Solids

0.100 SU SM 4500 H+ B8.60 HFpH

1.0 mg/L SM 5310B4.2 BTOC Result 1

1.0 mg/L SM 5310B4.1 BTOC Result 2

Total Recoverable
0.10 mg/L 200.7 Rev 4.465Iron

280-52652-3 OUTFALL NORTH

2.0 umhos/cm 9050A500Specific Conductance

4.0 mg/L SM 2540D240Total Suspended Solids

0.100 SU SM 4500 H+ B7.64 HFpH

1.0 mg/L SM 5310B8.0 BTOC Result 1

1.0 mg/L SM 5310B8.3 BTOC Result 2

Total Recoverable
0.10 mg/L 200.7 Rev 4.412Iron
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